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1. Introduction
In this paper, we provide a survey of prominent work carried out in the intersection between Natural
Language Processing (NLP) and Lexicography by the TALN Natural Language Processing group,
at Pompeu Fabra University in Barcelona (Spain). First, we focus on Lexicography for NLP, i.e.
taking advantage of lexicographic resources in tasks such as lexical semantics and lexical taxonomy
learning. Second, we cover the area of NLP for Lexicography, where we tackle current and past
projects where NLP techniques are applied to ease up the lexicographic process. This includes,
generally, the automatic acquisition of lexicographic items such as textual definitions, hypernyms
or collocations from naturally occurring text.

2. Lexicography for NLP
The contribution of lexicographic sources in NLP has not received much attention recently. This
may be justified due to the increasing number of tasks where neural approaches have shown to
outperform traditional methods, and hence the focus is shifting from structured feature engineering
to the best parameter tuning in a neural network architecture. However, the structured, curated and
high-quality information that can be derived from lexicographic resources, we argue, can contribute
dramatically to the performance of algorithms designed to solve an NLP task. In this paper we focus
on two tasks where lexicographic resources were a core component, namely discovering hypernymic
relations (which are useful for reasoning or semantic search), and automatic taxonomy learning.

Hypernym Detection
The Aristotelian genus-et-differentia model of a definition [Storrer and Wellinghoff, 2006] defines
a class-superclass or hypernymic relation between the definiendum (the concept that is being defined), and the genus (the superclass, contained in the cluster of words that define the definiendum,
called definiens). Extracting hypernymic relations can be useful not only for the web, Semantic
Search, Question Answering or Reasoning, but also as a core component of a semi-automatic glossary or dictionary construction process. Given these potential fields of application, there has been
substantial interest in capturing hypernymic relations from corpora. Textual definitions following
the genus-et-differentia structure are rich in encoding (term, hypernym) relations. For example, in
the following case: “A mosque/Term is a building/Hypernym where muslims go to pray”. This is
not a trivial task, since even within their stylistic constraints, textual definitions can be expressed
in a plethora of ways, and hence rule-based methods based on pattern matching are unsuitable.

We proposed a machine learning-based algorithm in [Espinosa-Anke et al., 2015a], evaluated on a
standard dataset for definition-level hypernym detection, the WCL dataset [Navigli et al., 2010], a
corpus of manually annotated Wikipedia definitions along with the term’s hypernym. It outperformed the state of the art at the time [Navigli and Velardi, 2010,Boella et al., 2014], and proved
the effectiveness of combining linguistically motivated features with machine learning approaches.

Taxonomy Learning
Another relevant project is ExTaSem! [Espinosa-Anke et al., 2016], where we leverage the vast definitional information contained in BabelNet [Navigli and Ponzetto, 2010] together with its integrated two-layered taxonomy [Flati et al., 2014] to develop an algorithm for unsupervised domainspecific taxonomy learning. Our algorithm takes as input a list of terms in a given domain (e.g.
Food, Equipment or Chemical), and returns a fully disambiguated lexical taxonomy (i.e. a directed acyclic graph where each node represents a concept and each edge, an is-a relation between
them). It is trained on the WCL dataset, and with a set of features described and evaluated in
[Espinosa-Anke et al., 2015b], we trained a Conditional Random Fields [Lafferty et al., 2001] sequential classifier which extracted thousands of (term, hypernym) pairs. After several steps which
we do not detail due to space constraints, ExTaSem! produces a taxonomy with an extended vocabulary of several orders of magnitude larger than the original terminology, and disambiguates most of
its nodes against BabelNet with high accuracy. Somewhat related is our follow-up project, TaxoEmbed (recently accepted as long paper in EMNLP 2016), which also takes advantage of definitional
information in BabelNet, but this time indirectly, as definitions for BabelNet synsets provide key
information for constructing synset-level vectors which we use in our experiments. We use vector
space information to (1) cluster BabelNet synsets by domain (e.g. Music, Tranport and Travel or
Sports); and (2) train an algorithm specific to these domains so that it is capable of reliably constructing a disambiguated lexical taxonomy in these domains. Our evaluation, which is carried out
in Wikidata, shows that only with distributional and structural (i.e. definitional) information it is
possible to rival the quality of hand-crafted Wikidata hypernymic relations.

3. NLP for Lexicography
Contributions of NLP to Lexicography are usually better defined that vice versa, mostly because
of the direct application of certain systems to easing up certain lexicographic tasks like finding
suitable definitions or examples in corpora. In our group, we have focused in the last years mostly
in two aspects: First, the automatic extraction of textual definitions from corpora, foreseeing an
application in making it easier for lexicographers to build domain glossaries. Second, the automatic
extraction, classification, correction and visualization of collocations.

Definition Extraction
In [Espinosa-Anke and Saggion, 2014], we proposed a supervised machine learning approach to discover definitions from text. We set up our experiments so that we assessed the extent to which
our algorithm was able to distinguish between a canonical textual definition (embodied as the first
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sentence of randomly sampled Wikipedia articles), and distractors. These distractors are what the
authors of the dataset [Navigli et al., 2010] defined as “syntactically plausible false definitions”. In
our experiments, we showed that we were able to outperform the state of the art in this dataset
[Navigli and Velardi, 2010,Boella et al., 2014] by combining linguistically motivated features stemming from the linguistic formalism of dependency grammar, and training with Support Vector
Machines. Furthermore, we proposed an additional algorithm which incorporated features derived
from sense-level word embeddings [Iacobacci et al., 2015]. We modelled each candidate definition as
a graph, where each node represents a sense, and each edge is weighted according to the pair of nodes’
cosine similarity according to their corresponding vectors [Espinosa-Anke et al., 2015]. Finally, we
have also explored semi-supervised definition extraction systems, which are capable to adapting
gradually to a target corpus. Our experiments are evaluated in [Espinosa-Anke et al., 2015b], and
released as open source software [Espinosa-Anke et al., 2016]1 .

Collocation Processing

Let us cover past and current projects involving collocation discovery. An ongoing project in which
we are currently working is the extension of WordNet [Miller, 1995] with collocational information,
as described in the Meaning Text Theory [Mel’čuk, 1996]. Succintly, our goal is to, given the pair
col:intense
of synsets desire.n.01 and ardent.a.01, to encode a novel relation −−−−−−−→ between them,
x
where ‘intense’ is the semantic category denoting intensification, and x is the confidence score
assigned by our algorithm. The derived resource, furthermore, can be used to retrofit any word
embeddings model, strengthening the relation existing between collocation items. This can be useful
for automatic collocation discovery or for offering alternative collocates (in our previous example,
alternatives to heavy, if applicable) for a given base (in our example, rain). This work extends
previous and successful approaches in collocation acquisition from text corpora, both unsupervised
[Rodríguez-Fernández et al., 2016a] and supervised [Rodríguez-Fernández et al., 2016b].
Moreover, a recent paper published in the International Journal of Lexicography focuses on the automatic classification of collocations using machine learning techniques [Wanner et al., 2016]. In their
work, Wanner et al. propose a combination of lexical, morphological and morphosyntactic features,
where each collocation is modelled according to relevant ngrams it appears with, typical collocates,
and typical syntactic relations between base and collocate according their syntactic dependencies.
This is an extension of previous work carried out in these lines, e.g. [Wanner et al., 2006].
In addition to automating the acquisition of collocation resources, another relevant line of research
at TALN is automatic collocation error detection. As of today, we are exploring neural networks
approaches which cast the task as a sequential labelling problem, tagging candidate text spans as
correct or incorrect collocations. This, however, is still in an early stage, and thus we do not fully
elaborate on this. Still, let us refer to the work by [Ferraro et al., 2014], where collocation errors are
tackled by considering the association strength (co-occurrence) of a base and its collocate, together
with other criteria such as character bigrams (to study the overlap between correct and incorrect
collocations). The authors also applied a lexical context metric, which takes into account the context
in which a miscollocation occurs, much in the current line of distributional semantics, where words
with similar meanings are expected to share similar contexts.
1
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The last project involving collocations we cover consists on the improvement of electronic collocation
resources by enhancing them with visual analytics techniques [Carlini et al., 2015]. The authors
show different ways to explore collocational resources. In their platform, for instance, it is possible
to investigate the collocation space of a base (i.e. rain in heavy rain), or the collocation space of
bases sharing collocates.

4. Conclusion
We have provided a brief overview of some of the most prominent works carried out at the TALN
research group in the intersection between lexicography and NLP. Today, with lexicographic sources
being in many cases collective efforts, and in many cases compliant with Linguistic Linked Data
standards, there is an increasing interest in taking advantage of the knowledge they encode for
downstream applications in NLP and Artificial Intelligence. Conversely, these fields can contribute
dramatically to the lexicographic process thanks to the availability of systems, for instance, capable
of extracting and classifying definitions or collocations from corpora.
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